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Abstract: Etymological relationships, and more particular1y the way in
which certain lexemes have possibly passed in the long course of their
history, are sometimes much more complicated and obscure than would
appear at first glance. No doubt, this is true for the term i would like to
discuss and illuminate İn the discourse of my paper:
TURKISH toş 'floes of melting ice swimming on ariver' .
For this term-attested only in Turkey's North-East, in the local dialect
of Artvin-we can establish two etymological explanations which are
absolutely different from each other. According to the first one taş could
be interpreted as a borrowing from Georgian tos-i 'ice, in spring floating
on rivers, ice-floe; ice-blok' which has a Kartvelian background.
The second option is to view toş as an inherİted Turkic word. In this
case it is to be connected to forms like tos and tas 'ice, ground ice' etc.
appearing mainly in the Turkic idioms of the Altai-Sayan region.
Keywords: Old Turkic, tos, ice, Artvin dialect
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Özet: Etimolojik ilişkiler, özellikle belli sözcüklerin uzun geçmişleri
olabilecekleri yol, ilk bakışta göründüğünden çok daha
karmaşık ve üstü kapalı olabilir. Şüphesiz aynı şey bu makalede ele alarak
tartzştığım ve ortaya koyduğu m Türkçe taş 'nehir üzerinde yüzüp giden,
eriyen buz' için de geçerlidir.
Türkiye 'de yalnızca kuzey doğu 'da, Artvin ağzında görülen bu terim için
birbirinden farklı iki ayrı etimolojik açıklama ortaya koyabiliriz.
Birincisine göre taş Gürcüce toş-i 'buz, ilkbahar zamanı nehirde eriyip
yüzen buz, buz kütlesi' olabilir ki bu Kartvel kökenlidir.
İkinci seçenek Türk dillerine ait bir kaZıntı olmasıdır. Böyle düşünülürse
Altay-Sayan bölgesi Türk diline ait bir kullanım olan taş ve tas 'buz,
buzdan zemin' ile bağ kurulabilir
Anahtar Sözcükler: Eski Türkçe, taş, buz, Artvin ağzı
içinde

izlemiş

Etymological re1ationships, and more particularly the way in which certain
lexemes have possibly passed in the long course of their history, are
sometimes much more complicated and obscure than would appear at first
glance. No doubt, this is true for the term i would like to discuss and
illuminate in the following discourse.
In the local dialect of Yusufeli -a small town and county administratively connected to Artvin province in Turkey's North-East- we find
TURKISH taş 'floes of melting ice swimming on a river' (DS 3973b).
Within Turkish, this term is absolutely isolated, thus suggesting a foreign
origin, i. e. a loan word whose distribution is strictly limited to that spot.
Screening the wider environment and its linguistic infrastucture, one
immediately stumbles across GEORGIAN tos-i 'ice, in spring floating on
rivers, ice-floe; ice-blok; hoar-frost; something frozen' (Tschenkeli 498a;
KEGL 4: 478; Meckelein 1928: 236a)ı, what makes TURKISH taş in fact
Here the text references for tos-i given in KEGL (ibid.): mtkvars tosi moakvs
(E1~aterine Gabasvi1i, *1851, t1938) '(the river) Kura brings floating ice';
dabrundi, cemo çiskvilo, çqals xom ar moakvs tosia (Tedo Razi~asvili, *1869,
t1922) 'tum my watermill, or İs it so that the water brings floating ice'; me
movdiodi erfi nuge§it, me movdiodi imedit savse, xelebdamçvari qınvit da tosit,
rom davdgebodi berlinis tavze stalin is drosit (Grigol Abasi3e, *1914) 'I was
coming with onlyone conso1ation, I was full of hope, bumt-handed with frost and
ice, that I would stand at the top of Berlin with the flag of Stalin'; for more information on the authors mentioned, cf. Fahnrich (1993: 7, 96 and 225). Additiona1
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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appear to be a loan from Georgian, since this language was one of the
region' s predominant language s for a long time. This view is dearly
confirmed by the etymology of GEORGIAN tos-i as proposed by Fahnrich
(1998: 117), who connects this lexeme -first attested at the tum of the
17th/18th century by the eminent Georgian scholar and lexicographer,
2
Sulxan Saba Orbehani - with MEGRELIAN task-v-i 'slush of snow' and
its new-found variant MEGRELIAN tusk-v-ep-i id. (Kadshaia & Fahnrich
2001: 139b; Ka3aia II: 68a, 69a) which must be added here. On the basis
of this match, Fahnrich reconstructed *tos- as its Kartvehan -or more
3
precisely speaking- İts Georgian-Zan proto-form .
Scrutinizing this etimological reconstruction once again, we see that
GEORGIAN tos-i and MEGRELIAN task-v-i and especiaııy tusk-v-ep-i,
act according to the phonetic laws of the Kartvehan language family, i. e.:
KARTVELIAN *t > GEORGIAN t : MEGRELIAN t (cf. Fahnrich &
Sardshweladse 1995: 14);
KARTVELIAN *0 > GEORGIAN o : MEGRELIAN o (Fahnrich &
Sardshweladse ibid.), here one must note that Megrehan o shows a strong
tendeney to develop first into u, then partly further into i (cf. Schmidt
1962: 37), which is eventuaııy realized in the Westem dialect
(Samurzakan-Zugdidi) as a (ibid. 38);
KARTVELIAN *s > GEORGIAN s : MEGRELIAN sk (Fahnrich &
Sardshweladse ibid.).
A more thorough examination of the North-Eastem Anatohan hnguistic
area gives evidence for this term in Armenian too, first of aıı-what of
course is not reaııy astonishing-in the dialect formerly spoken around

2

evidence cornes from Georgian dialekts: tas-i ~ tasa (MOXEVURI, MTIULURI,
GUDAMAQRULI) 'thin ice' C~AXURI), 'ice, in sp ring floating on ariver'
(Ylontİ 1984: 2S2a).
Here one fınd tasi 'ground ice rnelted and brought by the river' (Orbehani I:
3 Ila); for rnore detailed infonnation on the person of Sulxan Saba, cf. Fahnrich
(1993: 2 ll). Cubinasvili (1840: 224b) gives the following explanation for tasi:
"JIb.ı:ı:ıma, rJIbı6a JIb.ı:ı:y, glaçon, rnorceau de glace".
Beside this, tas is to be found İn the adjectival derivation GEORGIAN tas-ian-i
'as cold as ice, frigid' and as verbal stern tas- 'to freeze solid, to becorne stiff w ith
cold' (Tschenb§li, KEGL ibid.).
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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Yusufeli, the so-called XotrJur dialect, where it is to be found as
ARMENIAN t (ös 'fonning-ice and freezing-up of ariver', so for instance
in the short phrase Corox t (ös kapac uni 'the river Coruh fonned ice and is
4
frozen up' (Hulunean & Hacean 1964: 453b) . Additional evi dene e comes
from Tiflis-t(os 'hoar-frost' and t(ös 'rapid flow of snowmelt'-, from
Sirak and Van (Acaiyan 1913: 374b, 387b). According to HLBB (II: 127b,
129a) we have ARMENIAN t(ös "-' tors (Karin [SirakD 1. 'small bands of
straw, gras, ete., gathering and drifting on the water's surface' 2. 'thin
pieces ofice swimming on the water' 3. 'hoar-frost' as well as t(ors (Nor-J
ula) 'sleet, snow and rain mixed' (also cf. Malxaseanc' II: 119a, 121a); for
the present unclear remains the position of ARMENIAN t (orsit (ors due to
the (additional) rlr. it is conspicious that the majority of these attestations
hail from Annenian dialects spoken within the sphere of Georgian
influenc~. On account of this, Acaiyan (II: 197a) describes the Annenian
fonn as a loan from Georgian. In other words, ARMENIAN t (os must-in
like manner as TURKISH toş-ultimate1y be attributed to grg. tos-i with
5
its Kartvelian background. The earliest source for this tenn so far known
6
in Annenian is the dictionary Bargirk ( Hayoc ( compiled by Bar Erem in
the second half of the 17th century, which consequently is not really older
than its counterpart in Orbeliani' s Georgian dictionary aIready mentioned.
All of the above considerations and conclusions appear absolutely
convincing from the I(artvelological as well as Annenological point of
view, but not from the Turkological one! The reason is that within the
Turkic languages, we encounter exactly the same tenn with a very similar
spectrum of meanings, but in use thousands of kilometres to the East, deep
in the heart of Middle Asia in Altai-Turkic, Khakas and Tuva. From these
languages note the following attestations (cf. Rasanen 1969: 491b;
Leksika 1997: 18):

4

Whence also the root of the verb t'ösril 'to form ice and freeze up' (ibid.).
With respect to its areal distribution it is not unlikely that the term entered Turkish
by Armenian mediation. Cf. also Dankoff (1995: 176) whose treatment of the
term, however, is not very far-reaching.
Here one fınd "t'08 - saic'agil"; cf. Amalyan 1975: 122.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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ALTAY-TURKIC (ALTAYR, TELEUTR, LEBEDINR, OYROT) tas
'ice' -> (OYROT) tas-tu 'icy, iced, covered with ice', tostu mÖ1Jküler
'summits covered with sno w and ice', (TELEUTR) tos-to- 'to become
frozen solid, to ice up' und tOZ01J 'slippery ice, glacier' (Radlofflll: 12l7f,
.
8
1219; OJrR 1947: 154b),
KHAKAS (LITERARY) tas 'a layer of ice', (SAGAYR, KOYBALR)
tas, tas (KATSHINTSR) 'upper ice', (SORR) 'ground ice; ice which is
covered with water' -> (SAGAYR I<ATSHINTSR, KOYBALR) toz-a"sich bilden (vom Doppeleise)", (SORR) tos-ta- '(for water) to flow over
.
9
ıce' (XakR 1953: 233b; Radlofflll: 1207, 1214, l217f, 1219),
TUVA (LITERARY, JUNGAR) dos (daa§), (KARAGASC) tas,
10
(SOYOTC ) tas 'ice' -> (LITERARY) dos-tug (00) 'icy, iced, covered
with ice', dos-ta-l- (00) 'to ice up; to become stiff with cold', dos-ta-I-cak
(00) 'iced, covered with ice; stiff with cold' as well as doz-a- (00) 'to
freeze, to become ice', dozm) (00) 'slippery ice', dozal)-na- (00) 'to ice up,
to ice over', dozal)-na-l- (00) 'to become covered with a thin layer of ice'
(TuvR 1955: 162a, 155a; Mawkanuli 1999: 251a; Castn§n 1857: 110a).
According to communis opinio, these forms etymologically coinside
with OLD TURKIC tas; however one must remember, that this is exclusively used in the compound tas basz, "which" as Clauson (1972: 557f)
states, "seems to mean something like 'pool'''. Phonetically speaking, this

10

Here and in the following 'R' refers to the name of a language or dialect as used
by Radloff.
An other important source for Altai-Turkic İs Verbickij's Slovar altajskago i
aladagskago narecij turkskago jazyka, where we fınd the following attestations
(1884: 366a): tas (telengitskij) 'ice', (nizne-bijskij, kondomskij) 'water emerging
from the ice', tas tayka 'ice-covered mountains'; tosta- (kondomskij) ~ tosto(telengitskij, nizne-bijskij) 'to become ice, to ice up', (kondomskij) 'to emerge
(water) and flow over the ice'; tozon (telengitskij, nizne-bij skij) 'glacier; slippery
ice'; alsa cf. GAJa 1869: 48 (tOZO?}!). Budagov (I: 393b) mentİons the form
AL TAY -TURKIC xzh-ıÜ tozan 'glacier, a place coverd by ice'.
As a loan word from Turlcic also attested in Samoyedic: KAMAS t 'ö} 'slippery
ice' -) t'ö~rl'am 'to become slippery, to freeze up' (Joki 1944: 73b); vide
footnote 21.
'C' here refers to the dialekt names as used by Castren.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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is possible, yet the semanties seem less transparent. Henee we will review
here the eorresponding text passages in Old Turkie:
(l) The fırst attestation is to be found in a textual fragment (T.II
D.176.) published by Le Coq (1911) in his artiele Türkische Manichaica
11.
.
aus Chotscho (I: 7 18-21). it eontaıns a legend tellıng the story of a noble
man (tüzün ar) who under influenee of drink violated a dead woman.
When he woke up next moming and saw that he was eovered in pus and
blood from the eorpse, he fled away in self-abomination and fınally
reaehed a tas bası, into whieh he jumped and deaned himself: bir
tosbasllJa tagdi .. ötrü özin ol tosbaSl1)a kamisti yuntı arıtıntı "and reaehed
a pool(?). Then he threw himself in the pool and washed and deansed
12
himself' (Clauson ibid.).
(2) The seeond example too is from a text (T.II D.17~) published in Le
Coq's Türkische Manichaica aus Chotscho (1: 3513). This fragment,
eaten by worms is in sueh a bad eondition that some passages are no
longer intelligible, whieh unfortunately also applies to the passage relevant
here: 12 y(a)ma takı az i[na]rü barmıs-lar .. 13 [bijr (?) tas basfınta] (or:
basfı1)a]) [tagip; or: kalip] anta 14 [tü]smis-lar : suv [ .. a]sayalı 15
[o]l[ur]mıslar .. ötrü yul-[dak]ı 16 bal(ı)k atin yemislar kovg[aJsın 17
[tL arfisin] suv icra kamismisıar .. 18 [anı1)] yıd17Ja suv icraki 19 [balıklar
(?) t] irilü kuvranu kalmislar : 20 [ ... ?] bal (ı) k tarisi kovgası 21 [ ..] n
bal(ı)kag tutup 22 [ .. kı]ltı ogul bo sav(a)g 23 [ ..] adfınmıs] mU1)[ad]mıs
"and now they went abit further. Coming to a tas bası they sat down
there. They sat down, to have meal [at the edge of the (?)] water. Then
they ate the flesh of the fıshes from this brook. They threw the fısh skin
(kovga tari) into the water. Due to the smell, the fıshes living in the water
gathered and eame together. [... ] the skin of the fıshes [... , the father (?)]

11

ıı

13

Manİchean

text in Manichean script, according to Clauson (ibid.) from the 8th
century or younger. Further note that the document is not written in a s- but an sdialect, thus we fınd bas 'head' instead bas ete.!
Further cf. "Das Weiterleben manİchaischer Erzahlstoffe im Islam", Klimkeit
2000: 368.
Manichean text İn Uygur script, approximately 8thl9th century (Clauson ibid.).
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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caught the fish and made (?) [... ]. The son was astonished and wondered.
14
[he said to his father: what astonishing things this are!]".
(3) A third attestation of this compound comes from a text on
Lusyanta-Buddha (= Vairocana). This fragment (Z. 17) has been published
by Bang & Gabain (1931: 335) in Türkische Turjantexte V: ol lusyanta
burhan özi bar kam(a)g yer tag tas kum. ögiin . ögüz suvı kam(a)g tas
bası yulat suwlar "Jenes Lusyanta-Buddhas Wesen ist alles: Erde, Berge,
Steine, Sand; das Wasser der Bache und Flüsse, alle Tümpel, Rinnsale und
15
Gewasser" .
In Alttürkische Studien, a kind of commentary on Le Coqs Türkische
Radloff points out the following regarding
Manichaica aus Chotscho
tas basz: "«der Kopf (das Ende) des tos» ... , da der Mann hineinspringt
und sich darin wascht, muss es einen Wassertümpel bedeuten" and further
he states, "tos heisst im Altai «das Fimeis auf den Bergen», tos pazı würde
also im Altai-Dialekte die Stelle sein, wo das Wasser aus dem Fimschnee
hervorfliesst und in der Folge meist kleinere Seen bildet. Ich übersetze
«Wassertümpeh>, das Wort tas basrı) kommt noch einmal TM p. 35,13
16
vor, wo es wohl auch «ein Wasser im Hochgebirge» bedeutet." However
when verifying the last quotation we find "Wasserbecken" (i. e. water
basin) as the translation! In any case, none of the three Old Turkic
passages cited sheds any light on the inherent meaning of tas. What we
know for certain is that tas bası describes some kind of body of water. The
Russian translation "lednik (v gorax)" (mountain glacier), proposed in
DTS (578b), is in all likelihood intuitive wishfull thinking rather than a
true reflection of the textual reality. Just the inclusion of the inventory
14

15

16

i am very indebted to Prof. Dr. Peter Zieme (Berlin) for his kind heIp and

additional information conceming the Old Turkic text passages, presented here.
The same in Clauson's (ibid.) translation: "(that Luşanta Buddha's nature is
everything, earth , mountains, stones, sand, streams, river waters, all .. taş başı
'pools' .. brooks, waters, ete.".
"«the head (the end) of the tas», ... since the man jumps İnto it and washes
himself, it must indicate a po ol ... in the Altay tas is «neve on mountains», thus İn
the Altay-Turkic dialect tas pazı would be the place where water flows from the
nev e to subsequently form small lakes. i transIate it by «pool», the word tas basrı)
is also attested in TM p. 35,13 here too with the meaning «a body of water in the
high mountains»."
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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stock of the forms still living in north-eastem Turkic language s makes the
interpretation of tos as 'ice' or -using a more encompassing term- as
'something frozen' possible. Radloffs view that the meaning of *tos pazı
in the Turkic idioms of Altai should be something like water from a
glacier or melted snow, wins of much greater significance if we relate this
compound to the analogically built and semantically near1y equivalent but
much wider spred collocation TURKIC *suy bası which we find realized,
for instance, in TURKISH su başı, TATAR su bası, TUVA sug bazı
'source (of ariver), place of effluence' (Steuerwald 1972: 850b; TatR
1966: 487b; TuvR 1955: 374b). While the second -i. e. "the head of
waters"- reflects the meaning 'source' in a more general sence, the first
one - "the head of ice"- points especially to waters such as melted ice, a
lake fed from a glacier and alike, thus waters whose source is something
frozen. In connection with this, one should mention the entry UYGUR tos
'source' in Gabain's Alttürkische Grammalik (1974: 373a).
But there is more evidence in Turkic. According to the data given by
Rassadin (1971: 174), we further meet this term in the forms TOFALAR
dObS 'ice', YAKUT tohoo- 'to break up the ice,17 (JakR 1972: 392b) as
wel as TATAR tus 'water what in winter emerges from the ice of frozen
rivers or lakes and gathers on the surface' (TatR 1966: 559b; TTAS 3:
18
180a). To these we have to supplement the dialect form TATAR dus like in balıqcılar küp kilii, külney dus sıwı cıva 'many of the fishermen
19
come, the lake's dus-water emerges' - and BASHKIR tus, tüs, twıs, tlwıs,
dus and dusqın, dıwıs id. (TTDS 1969: 129; BTDH 2002: 340a, 346b, 83a,
84b). Besides the evidence from Turkic, Rassadin calls attention to a
number of forms in Mongolic, as for example CASSICAL MONGOLIAN
17

18

19

The connection of YAKUT tohoo- < tosö- "JIOMaTb JIe.z:ı;'b .z:ı;JI5I npoxo.z:ı;a no BO.z:ı;t"
to TURKlC tas, tas 'ice' go es back to Pekarskij (2748).
Examples from literature: Idel östenii tus eıqqan, Iiikin iile boz batmagan ide
(Atilla K. Rasix, *1915, t1996) 'On river Volga, water had emereged from the
ice, but the ice had not yet gone down; Bu iile su tügel, boz östenii eıqqan tus kına
(Sami!' M. Bikcurin, *1928, t1991) 'This is not (normal) water, it's only the water
that emerges from the ice' (TTAS ibid.). For more detailed information on the
Tatar authors see TES 1999: 462b and 78b.
lckinskij govor (Kurganskaja oblast').
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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tosi (~ ) "glaçons rejetes de l' endroit de la riviere qui ne gele pas"
(Kowalewski 1835a), tosing (i J ) 'water that rises through cracks the
ice or flows over it; overflowing water on the ice because of thawing',
tosinga- 'for water to rise through cracks in the ice or flow over it' ,. . ,
tosinda- 'gathering of water on the ice because ofthawing' (Lessing 1960:
828a; Boberg 1014a) = KHALKHA MONGOLIAN tosin(g) 'water
emerging from gaps in the ice and flowing over it, such water freezing
pumpily' (BAMRS 3: 236b, Bawden 1997: 350b, Vietze 1988: 233a) and
BURYAT toson 'water emerging from the ice', toson.to- '(for a body of
water) to cover its surface with water emerging from the ice' (BurR 1973:
433a); here one must also incIude KALMDCK tosix id. (XMOT 1986:
164b). Tatarincev (II: 216) recognizes this forms certainly
("opredelenno") as Turkisms. Indeed there is strong indication, that these
.
20
forms may be borrowed from Turkıc, perhaps from the base tosay,
where the a in the second syllable has been changed into i, to ascertain the
pronounciation s (instead of s before the vowels other than i) in
Mongolian! ?
Now we have a good and rich inventary of attestations. But how is it
possible to explain the curious distribution of tas, concentrated on the
Altay-Sayan region on the one hand and in the Caucasus as wel as MiddleVolga on the other, where it appears only sporadically? One must decide
whether there is a common etymological base, or rather a startling case of
phonetic and semantic coincidence. The latter should be excIuded for the
moment. In the following i will attempt to explain this remarkable pattem
of distribution.
As starting point for further discussion i would like to begin with the
Volga-Kipchak form (TATAR, BASHKIR) tus which -based on its
phonetical lay-out- easily can be viewed as a member of the primary word
stock of these languages. In other words, it may be interpreted as an
inherited term, since it corresponds exactly to the sound laws between
Common Turkic and Volga-Kipchak; i. e.:

20

=

toza- or t08- (verbal) + -(a)1J; cf.

Tatarİncev

II: 176.

http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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COMMON TURKIC *t
COMMON TURKIC *0
COMMON TURKIC *s

VOLGA-KIPCHAK t,
VOLGA-KIPCHAK U,
VOLGA-KIPCHAKs.

Nevertheless, it could just as easily be taken as a secondary element. In
this case, its reception must have been realized in a time before the sound
shift COMMON TURKIC *0 > u was active, which is one of the
characteristic features of modem Volga-Kipchak. As shown by Rona-Tas
(1975) by means of some Middle-Mongolian loan words in Tatar and
Bashkir, this development is to be dated sometime after the Mongolian
invasion of the Volga-Ural region in the 13th century, since in these
lexical elements MONGOLIAN o has shifted to u! In other words, before
this time the phonetical structure does not allow a decision whether a term
is inherited or loaned. Possibly, the appearance of tas is just a result of the
great movements and migration of nations in Asia set free by Chinggis
Khan and his hordes which -as is well-known- consisted not only of
Mongols proper but also Turks. Striking are the great variety of forms in
Bashkir, which could encourage one to all kind of speculations about
foreign origin. However this is far from being a proof for the secondary
character of the lexeme. Even if tas is alater introduction into VolgaKipchak, its genetical relationship to the corresponding forms in NorthEastem Turkic and Old Turldc is beyond any doubt.

Noı~!ibirsk

//\\
//\\

Sa~)'(lIl

Altay

f=' JTuifan
(

~

'.*Clwtsc/[[I\

Geo-linguistic distribution of tas across Eurasia.
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But what about the Caucasus? Here we are confronted with a quite
different situation because the term is attested in three neighbouring but
genetically unre1ated languages. Assuming that tos here too is from Turldc
orign and has come to this area together with those groups of Turlcs who
from the II th century onwards penatrated Anatolia, gives rise to questions
and problems. Thus, in first instance, suspicous is that this term left no
traces on the long trail from the East, neither in a Turldc nor in any other
language along the route, as for example in such an important language of
contact as Persian. Even Kashgari's dictionary, Dfvan-ı Luğat at-Turk,
such cases the most reliable source, shows no evidence. Similarly
mysterious is that this term, strictly speaking, does not even exist
(Ottoman-)Turkish, since its sole attestation in Yusufeli strongly suggests
to a borrowing from a local dialect of Georgian or possibly Armenian, as
21
aıready mentioned above.
How is it then possible to explain the appearance of a genuine Turkic word in the Southem Caucasus, which is lacking
in any of the neighbouring Turkic idioms? Could it be a different kind of
import? The rather Iate documentation of the term in both language s
(17th/18th century) could support this suspicion. The date, obviously later
than the Mongolian campains in and around the Caucasus, would also
allow us here to identify the Mongolian invaders as the possible importers.
And in fact there is evidence for some Mongolo-Turldc lexical influence
on Armenian and Georgian in the l3th and l4th century.
The most striking objection to this theory results however from
Fa.hnrich's proposal of the Kartvelian etymology. The chief point in the
puzzle is the Megrelian form tusk-, or more precice1y the split between
Georgian and Zan which manifests itself a. o. in the characteristic sound
change GEORGIAN-ZAN *s > ZAN *sk (= MEGRELIAN sk) vs.
21

Noteworthy in this context is, that Orbeliani (cf. II: 513b; Abula3e 1968: 93a)
mentİons as Georgian tosi's Armenİan equivalent tos, but as its Turkish (Azeri)
counterpart qarqara, what may be quoted as a further İndication for the nonexistence of this term at least in then time İn South-Western Turkish. Orbehani's
qarqara coinsides with dialectal AZERI (Salyan, Ordubad, Cambarak, Karavansaray) gargara 'a thin 1ayer of ice on water', so in the phrase gargara gısda
olar Kürdii 'in winter alayer of ice grows on river Kura' (ADDL 1964: 117;
AzD L 1999: 3 12a); cf. also the Georgian text samp1e in footnote 1.
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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GEORGIAN 8 (see above). If the Megrelian form is de jacto the daughter
of GEORGIAN-ZAN *t08, then this takes us back to a time when
Mongolian and even Turkic influences on languages of this region are
unlikely. Conceming the chronological course of development of the
Kartvelian languages, we have two different calculations. The fırst one
proposed by Klimov (1961) is the glottochronological one. According to
this model, the split between Georgian and Zan aIready took place
sometime in the 8th century BC. The second calculation, proposed by
Gamkrelidze & Macavariani (1982: 23), is based on lexicostatistics and
dates this split to the begining of the Christian era. Here is an out1ine of
the Kartvelian pedigree displaying the two calculations:
Klimov

*Kartvelian

*Georgian-Zan

2nd millemum BC

1Dth centuıy BC

8th centuıy BC

Beginning of the
Christian era

/\

*Zan

/ \

Svan

Megrelian Laz

Gamkrelidze

Old Georgian
\

(5fu=~AD)

Georgian

present

Kartvelian languages family
How long this particular sound shift was active is unfortunately unknown. However, the temporal distance is in any case too long to interpret
the form reconstructed for the Georgian-Zan level as a Turkism.
Even though any term of a language in principal can be the subject of
borrowing, for a word with this kind of semantics (ice-floe), it nonetheless
seems somewhat astonishing, especially when we additionally remember
its extraordinary distribution pattem and also take the fact into consideration that Mongolo-Turkic influences on these two ancient cultural
languages in the Southem Caucasus are no more than a short episode.
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In line with all of these unbridgeable problems and objections, one
could moot the question of substrate or very early adstrat, ete. Relationships of this kind, no doubt, here are absolutely imaginable. However, due
to the lack of reliable data, any such discussion must lead inevitably to
purely speculative conclusions.
As the more remarkable in the etymological context is an attempt at an
internal Turcological explanation of tos as a deriyatiye of a stem *towhich likewise would then be the nucleus of TURKIC tm) 'frozen hard,
very cold', t01)- 'to be frozen hard' (Clauson 1972: 513a, 515a) and
22
KOYBAL töt "Kruste, Schneekruste" (Castren 1857: 110a) , SOR töt
'thin crust of ice over snow' (Kurpesko-Tannagaseva & Apon'kin 1993:
55a), TUVA döt 'very frosty weather, night frost, cold winds'-the latter
23
group contracted from *to1)-at which itself is attested as TUVA d01)at
(Ob) id. (TuvR 1955: 158b, 160a) as well asjak. tOlJOt 'thin crust of ice
over snow' (JakR 1972: 390a; Leksika 1997: 30)-and probably tom (,-..,
.
24
tum) 'cold(ness)', a view suggested in ESTJa (1980: 267) and accepted
as justifıable (" ... obosnovannym ... ") by Tatarincev (II: 192). Further in
this context can be mentioned KARAGAS t01)ar ,-. , d01)ar "Schneekruste"
(Casten 1857: 109b), DOLGAN t01)orü-Iar, YAKUT t01)orü 'moming or
night frost (in Iate autumn or early spring)' (Stachowski 1998: 242; JakR
ibid.), which are ultimatly derived from t01)lto1)-. With the exception of a
number of secondary derivations, we have here tos, t01)lto1)- and tum as
possible direct derivatives of *to-. The latter however seems to me not to
be a link belonging into this chain, since the majority of its realisations
claim for the reconstruction *tum as original etymon. But tos and t01)lto1)may be counted as derivations of *to-. In this case we must explain the
suffıxes. These could be the nominalizing elements -(V)1) and - Vs (cf.
Erdal 1991: 262f, 337f). it should be mentiond that Erdal in fact
recognizes the lexeme tos in tos hası as wel as tos agızı 'weir, dam' (cf.
v

22
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This form too appears as a 10an İn Samoyedic (vide footnote 9): KAMAS t'öt
"Schneekruste" (Joki 1944: 73b).
According to ESTJa (1980: 267) < *t01)- (verbal) + -(a)t or *t01) (nominal) + -a-t.
Castren (1857: i 10a) aIready hinted at a possible connection between tas and ton,
when he wrote: "to s Kar. [KARAGAS], tos Soj. [SOYOT], Eis; O. [OTTOMAN]
t-ıe [tOIJ]".
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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Röhrbom 1977: 70a) as -Vs-noun "which can be derived from to-ş- ... over
*toş-uş" since deriving it "direct1y from to- is less likely because of the
meaning". But in contrast to the before-mentioned etymology Erdal (ibid.
264) presumes here an altematiye stern tö- which is the base of tö-I- 'to be
filled, or full' ete. (cf. Clauson 1972: 434a, 491a) Semantically speaking
this makes good sence only for tos agızı (something filled up = weir, dam)
but not for tos bası.
A quite different prospect is opened up by Starostin, Dybo & Mudrak
in the EtymoIogicaI Dictionary of the AItaic Languages (2003: 400). In
connection with the discussion of TURKIC tolı 'hail' (cf. Clauson 1972:
491 b) having an Altaic background, in a short note, they compare the
latter to a reconstructed form (TURKIC) *Tol' 'ice', which obviously is
based on TUVA dos, TOFALAR dObs, OYROT tos ete. We then find this
form as a component in an preliminary Nostratic etymology:
NOSTRATIC *tVI'V 'to drip, dew, frost' (Nostratic etymology, Sergej
25
Starostin ). At first glance this attempt appears quite attractive. Could it
not contain the key we are looking for, to bridge over the historical
problems between Georgian-Zan (Kartvelian) and Turkic? This however is
an illusion because the oppositon I' : s is typical for Turkic or Altaic only.
In other words-using the N ostratic model of reconstructionNOSTRATIC l' never will result in KARTVELIAN s but r (cf. Illic-·
Svityc 1967: 323). Furthermore, as the Altaic reconstruction of *Tol' is
itself uncertain, since there is no real proof for the existence of such a
form with -I, this hypothesis remains very speculative.
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